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Abstract
In order to produce a low energy effective field theory from a string
model, it is necessary to specify a vacuum state. In order that this
vacuum be supersymmetric, it is well known that all field expecta-
tion values must be along so-called flat directions, leaving the F - and
D-terms of the scalar potential to be zero. The situation becomes
particularly interesting when one attempts to realize such directions
while assigning VEVS to fields transforming under non-Abelian rep-
resentations of the gauge group. Since the expectation value is now
shared among multiple components of a field, satisfaction of flatness
becomes an inherently geometrical problem in the group space. Fur-
thermore, the possibility emerges that a single seemingly dangerous
F -term might experience a self-cancellation among its components.
The hope exists that the geometric language can provide an intu-
itive and immediate recognition of when the D and F conditions are
simultaneously compatible, as well as a powerful tool for their com-
prehensive classification. This is the avenue explored in this paper,
and applied to the cases of SU(2) and SO(2N), relevant respectively
to previous attempts at reproducing the MSSM and the flipped SU(5)
GUT. Geometrical interpretation of non-Abelian flat directions finds
application to M-theory through the recent conjecture of equivalence
between D-term strings and wrapped D-branes of Type II theory[1].
Knowledge of the geometry of the flat direction “landscape” of a D-
term string model could yield information about the dual brane model.
It is hoped that the techniques encountered will be of benefit in ex-
tending the viability of the quasi-realistic phenomenologies already
developed.
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1 Introduction
1.1 The Task at Hand
The central task of physics has always been the distillation of informa-
tion down into knowledge; the union of facts seemingly disparate, by common
woven threads of principle. The revelation of modern physics has been that
the proper eye with which to perceive this tapestry is that of the ultra-high
energy micro-world. The convergence of gauge couplings speaks again to
complexity rising out of simplicity at a scale alluringly close to the expected
regime of quantum gravity. The satisfaction of low-energy constraints [2, 3, 4]
while using only MSSM field content¶ reveals the vast desert for what it is
[5], a great and empty field for the couplings to run in and produce in their
crossing our familiar world. However, spanning such unimaginable leagues
requires a fundamental shift of paradigm, and tools born to the world in
ways unfamiliar. String theory and its relatives, M-theory and local super-
symmetry, present mathematics as the new microscope, and point to our new
guides for the unexplored realm: beauty, simplicity and above all else, unity.
Great promise exists in the natural, consistent and necessary accommoda-
tion of gravity, as well as the tremendous gauge freedom and large symmetry
groups which may be transferred out of the intrinsically resident extra spa-
tial dimensions. Great shortcoming exists in the same places, as the theory
seems in fact overly malleable, and incapable of definite predictions. Surely
predictivity is not everything though, and especially in this new climate, in-
sight, context and origin for knowledge previously held is a great achievement
in itself. By the same token the door is held open here for a type of phe-
nomenology whereby known effects, chiefly supersymmetry, are used to limit
the possible parameter space. While non-perturbative effects must finally
produce a dynamic and definite solution [6], it seems there is also a value
to searching in the available light of a preferred theoretical framework and
constraint for the simple existence of a viable, albeit ad-hoc, solution. It is
hoped the techniques so developed will have enduring relevance, and that the
examples unearthed may illuminate some properties of the true path, serving
to narrow the gulf from the low-energy side, and set a table in waiting for
the weary travelers who cross the desert.
¶Standard Model here also refers to its extensions that include neutrino masses.
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1.2 Heterotic String Model Building
In the context of Heterotic string theory there has historically been rea-
sonably good success in the construction of bothMSSM and Flipped SU(5)
models by the fixing of phases on the fermionic degrees of freedom. In order
to produce a low energy effective field theory from a string model, it is nec-
essary to further specify a vacuum state. The Fayet-Illiopoulos (FI) anomaly
which was originally proposed as a mechanism for electroweak SUSY break-
ing ‖ has been recast here to a dignified position at the string scale. Firstly,
it helps greatly to remove the extraneous U(1) factors which tend to appear
abundantly in such constructions, and secondly demands the assignment of
a non-trivial set of vacuum expectation values (VEVs) which will cancel the
offending term such that string-scale SUSY now be preserved!
The door is held open here for a type of phenomenology whereby preser-
vation of supersymmetry is used as the foremost constraint to limit the pos-
sible parameter space. In order that the vacuum respect SUSY, all field
expectation values must be along so-called ‘flat directions’, leaving the F -
and D-terms of the scalar potential to be zero. It is from these required
assignments that a beneficial spectral truncation and values for masses and
couplings may be realized. We note also in passing that world sheet selection
rules form a new criteria for elimination of superpotential terms above simple
gauge invariance.
The situation becomes particularly interesting when one attempts to re-
alize flat directions while assigning VEVS to fields transforming under non-
Abelian representations of the gauge group. Such a process has been sug-
gested by the insufficiency to date of simpler Abelian-only constructions to
generate sufficient mass terms, among other shortcomings. Since the expec-
tation value is now shared among multiple components of a field, satisfaction
of flatness becomes an inherently geometrical problem in the group space.
Specifically it has been noticed that the D-term SUSY condition appears
becomes translated into the imperative that the adjoint space representation
of all expectation values form a closed vector sum. Furthermore, the possi-
bility emerges that a single seemingly dangerous F -term might experience a
self-cancellation among its components. The potential exists that this geo-
metric language can provide an intuitive and immediate recognition of when
the D and F conditions are simultaneously compatible, as well as a powerful
tool for their comprehensive classification. This is the avenue receiving the
‖This approach has generally been supplanted by the writing of ‘soft’ supersymmetry
breaking terms in the Lagrangian which are supposed in turn to descend dynamically from
spontaneously broken no-scale supergravity.
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greatest attention in the present section, as applied to the cases of SU(2) and
SO(2n). These are relevant respectively to previous attempts at reproducing
the FNY MSSM and the flipped SU(5) GUT by way of its confining hidden
sector element SU(4) ∼ SO(6). By necessity, the second case addresses the
issues inherent to groups with rank n > 1. An additional elimination of some
otherwise dangerous terms from the superpotential already been achieved in
this formalism. It is hoped that the techniques encountered will be of fur-
ther benefit in extending the viability of the quasi-realistic phenomenologies
already developed.
1.3 Minimal Superstring Standard Models (MSSM’s)
The approach we favor here for model production uses free fermions for
the internal degrees of freedom of a heterotic string theory,[7, 8] as in the
“FNY” model of ref. [9, 10] with its SU(3)C × SU(2)L × U(1)Y × ∏i U(1)i
observable gauge group. Preservation of supersymmetry mandates the ac-
quisition of non-zero vacuum expectation values (VEVs) to cancel the Fayet-
Iliopoulos (FI) D-term, which arises in conjunction with the anomalous U(1)
factor endemic to many related constructions, while keeping all other D- and
F -terms zero as well. In this context, the assignment of a satisfactory ground
state is a delicate and confining business, but some freedom does remain to
tailor phenomenology in the emerging low energy effective field theory. Suc-
cess has been had here with VEVs decoupling all Standard Model charged
fields outside the MSSM [11, 12, 13, 14], and mechanisms of generational
mass suppression have arisen from powers of 〈φ〉
MP
with non-renormalizable
terms and from coupling to Higgs fields with differing contributions to the
massless physical combination. Promising, if imperfect, particle properties
have been realized and discussed, but indications exist from varied direc-
tions [14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20] that attempts restricted to a non-Abelian
singlet vacuum are unsatisfactory, and that perhaps nature’s craft avails a
larger set of tools. This paper will then focus generally on the technology of
assigning VEVs to non-Abelian fields, and in particular on the geometrical
framework that is introduced by the presence of VEV components within a
group space. The geometrical point of view facilitates manipulations which
emerge for non-Abelian VEVs, such as treating superpotential contractions
with multiple pairings, and examining the new possibility of self-cancellation
between elements of a single term. When expressed in this language, the
process of describing valid solutions, or compatibilities between the F and D
conditions, can become more accessible and intuitive, and will hopefully aid
in closing the gap between string model building and low energy experimental
evidence.
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The sequence taken will be first to review the constraints which super-
symmetry imposes on our VEV choices, in particular for the non-Abelian
case. Next, the discussion will be made concrete by turning to the case
of SU(2), and following that, SO(2n). These choices are made because of
their application to the string-derived FNY MSSM, and flipped SU(5) GUT
[21, 22], via SO(6), respectively, but other benefits exist as well. SU(2) is
well known from the theory of spin-1
2
systems, and as a rank 1 group with a
number of generators equal to its fundamental dimension (3), it represents
the simplest specific case on which to initiate discussion. SO(2n), on the
other hand, will generally represent one of the four main Lie group classifi-
cations, and introduces new complications by way of higher rank groups and
an adjoint space of dimension greater than the fundamental. Furthermore,
although the fields under consideration are all space-time scalars, superpo-
tential terms can inherit an induced symmetry property from the analytic
rotationally invariant contraction form of the group under study. SU(2) will
have a “fermionic” nature, with an antisymmetric contraction, while that of
SO(2n) will be symmetric, or “bosonic”.
Development of systematic methods for geometrical analysis of the land-
scape of D- and F -flat directions, as begun here, offers a possibility for
further understanding of the geometry of brane-anti-brane systems. This is
related to the conjectured connection between 4D supergravity D-terms in
the low energy effective field theory of a string and a D3+q − D¯3+q wrapped
brane-anti-brane system. In this association, the energy of a D3+q − D¯3+q
system appears as an FI D-term, an open string tachyon connecting brane
and anti-brane is revealed as an FI-cancelling Higgs field, and a D1+q-brane
produced in an annihilation between a D3+q-brane and a D¯3+q-anti-brane is
construed to be a D-term string [1].
Interspersed in the document body will be special topics, such as self-
cancellation, and specific examples of superpotential terms. The final section
will be concluding remarks. The generators of SO(6) are provided in the
appendix.
2 D- and F -Flatness Constraints
The well known requirements for preservation of space-time supersym-
metry, as expressed in the so-called F and D-terms have been reviewed in
[11, 12, 13, 14, 15]. They will again be summarized here,∗∗, with a new
∗∗Portions of this section, most notably regarding flatness constraints and the group
SU(2), have been previously reported in ref. [15].
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emphasis on geometric interpretation of the non-Abelian VEVs.
Space-time supersymmetry is broken in a model when the expectation
value of the scalar potential,
V (ϕ) = 1
2
∑
α
g2α(
dim (Gα)∑
a=1
DαaD
α
a ) +
∑
i
|Fϕi|2 , (2.1)
becomes non-zero. The D-term contributions in (2.1) have the form,
Dαa ≡
∑
m
ϕ†mT
α
a ϕm , (2.2)
with T αa a matrix generator of the gauge group Gα for the representation ϕm.
The F -term contributions are,
FΦm ≡
∂W
∂Φm
. (2.3)
The ϕm are (space-time) scalar superpartners of the chiral spin-
1
2
fermions
ψm, which together form a superfield Φm. Since all of the D and F contri-
butions to (2.1) are positive semidefinite, each must have a zero expectation
value for supersymmetry to remain unbroken.
For an Abelian gauge group, the D-term (2.2) simplifies to
Di ≡ ∑
m
Q(i)m |ϕm|2 (2.4)
where Q(i)m is the U(1)i charge of ϕm. When an Abelian symmetry is anoma-
lous, that is, the trace of its charge over the massless fields is non-zero,
TrQ(A) 6= 0 , (2.5)
the associated D-term acquires a Fayet-Iliopoulos (FI) term, ǫ ≡
g2sM
2
P
192π2
TrQ(A),
D(A) ≡ ∑
m
Q(A)m |ϕm|2 + ǫ . (2.6)
gs is the string coupling and MP is the reduced Planck mass, MP ≡
MP lanck/
√
8π ≈ 2.4 × 1018 GeV. It is always possible to place the total
anomaly into a single U(1).
The FI term breaks supersymmetry near the string scale,
V ∼ g2sǫ2 , (2.7)
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unless it can be canceled by a set of scalar VEVs, {〈ϕm′〉}, carrying anoma-
lous charges Q
(A)
m′ ,
〈D(A)〉 =∑
m′
Q
(A)
m′ |〈ϕm′〉|2 + ǫ = 0 . (2.8)
To maintain supersymmetry, a set of anomaly-canceling VEVs must simul-
taneously be D-flat for all additional Abelian and the non-Abelian gauge
groups,
〈Di,α〉 = 0 . (2.9)
A consistent solution to all (2.9) constraints specifies the overall VEV “FI-
scale”, 〈α〉, of the model. A typical FNY value is 〈α〉 ≈ 7× 1016 GeV.
3 The group SU(2)
3.1 The SU(2)/SO(3) Connection
For the case of SU(2), T SU(2)a will take on the values of the three Pauli
matrices,
σx =
(
0 1
1 0
)
, σy =
(
0 −i
i 0
)
, σz =
(
1 0
0 −1
)
. (3.1)
Each component of the vector ~D in this internal space will be the total,
summed over all fields of the gauge group, “spin expectation value” in the
given direction. Vanishing of the 〈 ~D · ~D〉 contribution to 〈V 〉 demands that
SU(2) VEVs be chosen such that the total xˆ, yˆ, and zˆ expectation values
are individually zero. The normalization length, S†S, of a “spinor” S will
generally be restricted to integer units by AbelianD-flatness constraints from
the Cartan sub-algebra and any extra U(1) charges carried by the doublet (cf.
Eq. 2.4 with S†S playing the role of |ϕ|2). Each spinor then has a length and
direction associated with it and D-flatness requires the sum, placed tip-to-
tail, to be zero. This reflects the generic non-Abelian D-flatness requirement
that the norms of non-Abelian field VEVs are in a one-to-one association
with a ratio of powers of a corresponding non-Abelian gauge invariant [23].
It will be useful to have an explicit (normalized to 1) representation for
S(θ, φ). This may be readily obtained by use of the rotation matrix,
R(~θ) ≡ e−i ~θ·~σ2 = cos(θ
2
)− iθˆ · ~σ sin(θ
2
) , (3.2)
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to turn
(
1
0
)
≡ |+zˆ〉 through an angle θ about the axis θˆ = −xˆ sinφ+yˆ cosφ.
The result,
(
cos θ
2
sin θ
2
eiφ
)
, is only determined up to a phase and the choice
S(θ, φ) ≡

 cos θ2 e−iφ2
sin θ
2
e+i
φ
2

 (3.3)
will prove more convenient in what follows. Within the range of physical
angles, θ = 0 → π and φ = 0 → 2π, each spinor configuration is unique
(excepting φ phase freedom for θ = 0, π) and carries a one-to-one geometri-
cal correspondence. Up to a complex coefficient, the most general possible
doublet is represented.
A non-trivial superpotential W additionally imposes numerous con-
straints on allowed sets of anomaly-canceling VEVs, through the F -terms
in (2.1). F -flatness (and thereby supersymmetry) can be broken through an
nth-order W term containing Φm when all of the additional fields in the term
acquire VEVs,
〈FΦm〉 ∼ 〈
∂W
∂Φm
〉 ∼ λn〈ϕ〉2( 〈ϕ〉
Mstr
)n−3 , (3.4)
where ϕ denotes a generic scalar VEV. If Φm also carries a VEV, then super-
symmetry can be broken simply by 〈W 〉 6= 0. For both practical and philo-
sophical reasons, the (Abelian) D-condition is usually enforced first. Unless
this constraint holds, supersymmetry will be broken near MP . On the other
hand, the F -condition is not all-or-nothing, since the order of a given danger-
ous term fixes the scale at which SUSY fails††. F -flatness must be retained
up to an order in the superpotential that is consistent with observable sector
supersymmetry being maintained down to near the electroweak (EW) scale.
However, it may in fact be desirable to allow such a term to escape at some
elevated order, since it is known that supersymmetry does not survive down
to ‘everyday’ energies. Depending on the string coupling strength, F -flatness
cannot be broken by terms below eighteenth to twentieth order‡‡.
3.2 Non-Abelian Flat Directions and Self-Cancellation
In [12] we classified MSSM producing singlet field flat directions of the
FNY model and in [13] we studied the phenomenological features of these
††The lower the order of an F -breaking term, the closer the supersymmetry breaking
scale is to the string scale.
‡‡As coupling strength increases, so does the required order of flatness.
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singlet directions. Our past investigations suggested that for several phe-
nomenological reasons, including production of viable three generation quark
and lepton mass matrices and Higgs h-h¯ mixing, non-Abelian fields must also
acquire FI-scale VEVs.
In our prior investigations we generally demanded “stringent” flatness.
That is, we forced each superpotential term to satisfy F -flatness by assigning
no VEV to at least two of the constituent fields. While the absence of any
non-zero terms from within 〈FΦm〉 and 〈W 〉 is clearly sufficient to guarantee
F -flatness along a given D-flat direction, such stringent demands are not
necessary. Total absence of these terms can be relaxed, so long as they
appear in collections which cancel among themselves in each 〈FΦm〉 and in
〈W 〉. It is desirable to examine the mechanisms of such cancellations as they
can allow additional flexibility for the tailoring of phenomenologically viable
particle properties while leaving SUSY inviolate.∗ It should be noted that
success along these lines may be short-lived, with flatness retained in a given
order only to be lost at one slightly higher.
Since Abelian D-flatness constraints limit only VEV magnitudes, we are
left with the gauge freedom of each group (phase freedom, in particular,
is ubiquitous) with which to attempt a cancellation between terms (whilst
retaining consistency with non-Abelian D-flatness). However, it can often be
the case that only a single term fromW becomes an offender in a given 〈FΦm〉
(cf. Table 1B of [15]). If a contraction of non-Abelian fields (bearing multiple
field components) is present it may be possible to effect a self-cancellation
that is still, in some sense, “stringently” flat.
Near the string scale the complete FNY gauge group is
[SU(3)C × SU(2)L × U(1)C × U(1)L × U(1)A ×
5′∏
i=1′
U(1)i × U(1)4]obs ×
[SU(3)H × SU(2)H × SU(2)H′ × U(1)H × U(1)7 × U(1)9]hid . (3.5)
The FNY non-Abelian hidden sector fields are triplets of SU(3)H or dou-
blets of SU(2)H or SU(2)H′ . Self-cancellation of F -terms, that would oth-
erwise break observable sector supersymmetry far above the electro-weak
scale, might be possible for flat directions containing such doublet or triplet
VEVs. Since intermediate scale SU(3)H triplet/anti-triplet condensates are
more likely to produce viable observable sector electro-weak scale supersym-
metry breaking than are their SU(2)H(′) counterparts, we focus herein on
non-Abelian directions containing doublet, but not triplet, FI-scale VEVs.
Whenever “spinors” of SU(2) appear inW , they are not of the form S†S,
∗Research along this line for the FNY MSSM is currently underway.
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but rather are in the antisymmetric contraction
S1 · S2 ≡ ST1 iσ2 S2 = ST1
(
0 1
−1 0
)
S2 . (3.6)
This form, which avoids complex conjugation and thus satisfies the require-
ment of analyticity, is also rotationally (gauge) invariant as can be verified
using {σi, σj} = 2δij , [σ2, σ2] = 0, and Eqs. (3.1, 3.2) :
σ2R(~θ) = R
∗(~θ)σ2 (3.7)
S ′1 · S ′2 = (RS1)T (iσ2)(RS2) = ST1 (iσ2)(R†R)S2 = S1 · S2 . (3.8)
From Eq. (3.3), the general form of such a contraction may be written ex-
plicitly as
S(θ, φ) · S(Θ,Φ) = − sin(θ −Θ
2
) cos(
φ− Φ
2
)− i sin(θ +Θ
2
) sin(
φ− Φ
2
) .
(3.9)
The magnitude of this term must be a purely geometrical quantity and can
be calculated as
|S(nˆ) · S(Nˆ)| =
√
1− nˆ · Nˆ
2
= sin(
δ
2
) , (3.10)
where δ(0 → π) is the angle between nˆ and Nˆ . The absence of a similar
concise form for the phase is not a failing of rotational invariance, but merely
an artifact of the freedom we had in choosing (3.3). Self-cancellation of this
term is independent of the spinors’ lengths and demands only that their
spatial orientations be parallel†. The same conclusion is reached by noting
that anti-symmetrizing the equivalent (or proportional) spinors yields a null
value. VEVs satisfying this condition are clearly not D-consistent unless
other non-Abelian VEVed fields also exist such that the total “spin” vector
sum remains zero∗. To examine generic cases of cancellation between multiple
terms, the full form of (3.9) is needed.
As an important special case, consider the example of a superpotential
term φ1 . . . φnS1S2S3S4
† with φn Abelian. This is shorthand for an expansion
in the various pairings of non-Abelian fields,
W ∝ φ1 . . . φn{(S1 ·S2)(S3 ·S4)+(S2 ·S3)(S1 ·S4)+(S3 ·S1)(S2 ·S4)} , (3.11)
Broadly, we notice that:
†The contraction of a field with itself vanishes trivially.
∗In the notation of [13], taking a single sign for each of the sk′ is a special case of
non-Abelian self-cancellation, as is
∑p
k=1 nksk = 0 a special case of the D-constraint.†Here and in the following discussion we consider the doublets of a single symmetry
group.
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• Whenever each term holds the same field set, the spinors may be treated
as normalized to one, bringing any larger magnitudes out front as over-
all factors. Furthermore, since ST appears but never S†, the same can
be done with any phase selections.
• Since the contractions are antisymmetric, sensible interpretation of
terms with multiple factors demands the specification of an ordering.
The appropriate ordering, or equivalently the choice of relative signs, for
(3.11) is such to ensure total anti-symmetrization. When (3.11) is explic-
itly evaluated using the previously established formalism it is seen to vanish
identically for all field values. The calculation is simplified without loss of
generality by taking θ1 = φ1 = φ2 = 0. We emphasize the distinction between
this identical exclusion from the superpotential and cancellations which exist
only at the vacuum expectation level. W -terms with 6 non-Abelian fields are
formed with factors of (3.11) and also vanish, as do all higher order terms.
Even safe sectors ofW (in particular with 〈Φm〉 = 0) may yield dangerous
〈FΦm〉 ≡ 〈 ∂W∂Φm 〉 contributions. The individual F -terms may be separated
into two classes based on whether or not Φm is Abelian. For the case of Φm
non-Abelian, 〈FΦm〉 is itself a doublet. As a note, terms like 〈FS4〉 ≡ 〈 ∂W∂S4 〉
which would have arisen out of (3.11) are cyclically ordered and also vanish
identically.
4 Minimal Standard Heterotic-String Model Non-
Abelian Flat Directions
Our initial systematic search for MSSM-producing stringent flat direc-
tions revealed four singlet directions that were flat to all order, one singlet
direction flat to twelfth order, and numerous singlet directions flat only to
seventh order or lower [12]. For these directions, renormalizable mass terms
appeared for one complete set of up-, down-, and electron-like fields and their
conjugates. However, the apparent top and bottom quarks did not appear in
the same SU(2)L doublet. Effectively, these flat directions gave the strange
quark a heavier mass than the bottom quark. This inverted mass effect was
a result of the field Φ12 receiving a VEV in all of the above directions.
We thus performed a search for MSSM-producing singlet flat directions
that did not contain 〈Φ12〉. None were found. This, in and of itself, suggests
the need for non-Abelian VEVs in more phenomenologically appealing flat
directions. Too few first and second generation down and electron mass terms
implied similarly.
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Among the FNY MSSM non-Abelian flat directions investigated in
[14, 15], that denoted FDNA(5+8) generated the best phenomenology. The
search for dangerous terms yielded 131 results, five of them to 〈W 〉 with 11th
the lowest order and 126 of them to 〈F 〉, as low as order four (counting vari-
ations of the four fields labeled (Φ4) only once). World sheet selection rules
reduced this number to 32, all of them F -terms. Disallowing more than two
non-Abelian fields (for each SU(2) group) trimmed the list further to just
the eight terms in Table 1. If a single incidence of (Φ4) is mandated, then it
is so indicated by a lack of parenthesis.
Table 1: Surviving Candidates for non-Abelian Cancellation
# O(W) F -term
1 4 Hs16 〈H26 ·V37〉〈N c3〉
2 5 V s32 〈H26 ·V37〉〈Φ4Hs37〉
3 5 V15 〈·V35〉〈Φ′4Hs30Hs21〉
4 5 V17 〈·V5〉〈Φ′4Hs30Hs15〉
5 8 Φ13 〈H26 ·V37〉〈(Φ4)Hs31Hs30Hs15N c3〉
6 9 Φ13 〈V5 ·V35〉〈Φ23(Φ4)2Hs302Hs21Hs15〉
7 9 Φ12 〈H26 ·V37〉〈Φ23(Φ4)Hs31Hs30Hs15N c3〉
8 10 Hs36 〈H26 ·V37〉〈Φ23Φ4Hs31Hs30Hs15Hs37N c3〉
The lowest order potentially dangerous F-term (designated as #1) con-
tains a factor of 〈H26 ·V37〉 which we would like to cancel, as per the discus-
sion of Section 3.2. This requires the VEV orientations to be chosen parallel
in the three-dimensional SU(2)H adjoint space. Since FDNA(5+8) contains
(two) additional non-Abelian fields with VEVs (V5 and V35) which can
oppose H26 and V37 with an equal total magnitude, this choice is also D-
consistent. The same factor appears in and eliminates additionally dangerous
Table 1 F -terms #2,5,7 and 8. Since the other two non-Abelian VEVs had to
be parallel as well, the contraction 〈V5 ·V35〉 in term #6 is also zero. In the
language of [14], we could have said sH26 = sV37 = 1 and sV5 = sV35 = −1.
This leaves us with only #3 and #4, both of which are fifth order terms with
un-VEVed non-Abelian fields so that self-cancellation is impossible. Further-
more, they will appear in different F -terms and each allows only a single (Φ4)
configuration, ruling out a couple of other (less satisfactory) scenarios. The
choice 〈Φ′4〉 = 0, along with 〈Φ
′
4〉 = 0 for consistency with Eqs. (3.21,3.22) of
[15], would restore F -flatness by simply removing the offending terms from
〈F 〉. However, as was discussed in [15], this seems phenomenologically invi-
able and so it appears that we are stuck with a broken FDNA(5+8) at order
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five.‡ Also, while it is common to see the vanishing of terms with excessive
non-Abelian doublets, these mark the only examples wherein non-Abelian
self-cancellation by selected VEVs was found for the ‘Table 1A’ (of [15]) flat
directions.
5 The SO(2n) Lie Groups
5.1 General Properties
We will now turn our attention to the general case of SO(2n), the rotation
group in an even dimensional space. Wherever a concrete example is needed,
SO(6) will be focused on for the sake of its relevance to existing studies
[24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 16, 29, 30, 31, 32] of a string-derived flipped SU(5) GUT.
It is seen quickly in these cases that certain coincidences and simplicities
afforded by the SU(2)/SO(3) example are no longer available, and that our
techniques have to be adjusted accordingly. Firstly, the case of rotation in
three dimensions is very special. Any transformation is facilitated by the use
of three angles and three generators. There is a unique axis normal to to any
rotation plane and our three rotation generators, which define the adjoint
space, can be labeled in one-to-one correspondence with unit vectors from
the fundamental space. It is only in this case that the familiar cross-product
can be defined. Secondly, since all generators fail to commute, we have in
SU(2) the simplest case of a rank 1 group, with only a single diagonalizable
matrix.
Since the elements of a transformation between coordinate sets are the
projections of unit rows from one basis onto unit columns of another, the
transpose of this matrix must interchange these roles and yield the inverse
operator. This property, named orthogonality for the nature of the eigen-
vectors used to diagonalize symmetric matrices, is the origin of the familiar
“dot product” rotational invariant. Orthogonal groups are spanned by anti-
symmetric generators,
(eM)
T
= eM
T
= e−M , (5.1)
and by satisfying the condition that
det(eM) = eTr (M) = e0 = 1 , (5.2)
are also licensed to bear the designation of “special”. The (i, j)th element of
the rotation generator between Cartesian axes aˆ and bˆ is determined in the
‡As a note, the cancellations which were successful are insensitive to the factor of 18
between flat directions FDNA5 and FDNA8. (See Table 1.A of [14].)
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small angle limit:
(Mab)ij = δ
a
i δ
b
j − δbi δaj . (5.3)
As with all rotation operators, these matrices respect the algebra
[Mab,M cd] = δadM bc + δbcMad − δacM bd − δbdMac , (5.4)
which is specified almost entirely by group closure and symmetries. We will
prefer to multiply each group element by a factor of i and go to a trivially
complex Hermitian representation.
The number of generators required in an m dimensional space is the num-
ber of ways to take pairs of axes,
(
m
2
)
≡ m!
2!(m−2)!
= m(m−1)
2
, or equivalently,
the number of elements composing a general antisymmetric m ×m matrix.
For the case of SO(6), there are 15 possible rotation planes, and 15 corre-
sponding angles needed to specify the general rotation. Although only five
angles are needed to provide the orientation of a 6-vector, there remains an
orthogonal 5-space, with four angles, which leaves the vector intact. Per-
pendicular to this rotation is a 4-space with three angles, and so emerges
another way of counting the
∑m−1
α=1 α =
m(m−1)
2
generators needed to enact
all possible transformations.
Certain consequences can be seen immediately when the number of gen-
erators exceeds the fundamental group dimension. First, the conception of a
rotation axle must be abandoned in favor of the rotation plane. Secondly, we
see that spanning the adjoint space will require an even larger basis, and we
cannot expect that transformations in the fundamental space will be able to
realize generic ‘expectation value’ orientations in the chosen generator set.
Since some regions of the adjoint space may be inaccessible, it will be prefer-
able to reverse the procedure of section (3.1), and instead carry discussion of
the D-term into the fundamental space.
The rank of SO(2n), or number of mutually commuting generators, is
equal to n = m
2
, the number of independent rotation planes, or one half the
spatial dimension. Each diagonal matrix has eigenvalues of (+1,−1), with
the remaining entries all zero. The non-diagonal matrices can be combined
into raising and lowering operators of unit strength, always acting in two
diagonal sectors while leaving the rest unaffected. Every possible pairing of
sectors and choice of raising or lowering in each sector is represented. Another
counting exercise, with the
(
n
2
)
ways to pick two diagonal generators, times a
factor of 4 for the choices
(
+ + − −
+ − + −
)
, plus n for the diagonal matrices
themselves, yields the correct total of 2n(n − 1) + n = m(m−1)
2
, and verifies
the consistency of this construction. The commutation relations between
the operators obey a sort of charge conservation, with the net raising or
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lowering weight for each sector preserved across the equality. For SO(6),
these matrices are shown explicitly in both the original and diagonal bases,
along with example commutators, in the appendix.
Diagonalization of the secular equation det(M −λ1) = 0 for a matrix M ,
yields a product
∏m
i=1(λi − λ), whose roots specify the matrix eigenvalues,
and whose expansion
(a0 = 1)λ
m + a1λ
m−1 + a2λ
m−2 + · · ·+ am = 0 (5.5)
produces m coefficients ai, which must be invariant under group trans-
formations§, as is the determinant they arise from. The coefficients are
sums of products of eigenvalues, e.g. a1 =
∑m
i=1 λi, a2 =
∑m
i>j=1 λiλj ,
a3 =
∑m
i>j>k=1 λiλjλk, and am =
∏m
i=1 λi, which provides concrete verification
for the claim of invariance. These factors, equivalent to a full knowledge of
the eigenvalues, fully encode all the rotationally invariant properties of M ,
and fully specify all forms into which M may be rotated. However, the spe-
cific combinations shown prove to have their own desirable properties. For
example a1 and am may be recognized as the familiar trace and determinant.
In general, all m coefficients may be constructed as a function only of the
matrix M , by use of the recursive form
aj =
1
j
j∑
i=1
(−1)i+1Tr (M i)aj−i , (5.6)
referenced to the starting value a0 ≡ 1. For the generators of SO(2n), the
odd-valued coefficients vanish automatically, due to the tracelessness (anti-
symmetry) of odd powers. It is important to note that this leaves only n
constraints (equal to the group rank) to be actively satisfied in any basis
change of the generators. For SO(6), we have specifically:
a2 =
−TrM2
2
, a4 =
−TrM4 − a2TrM2
4
, a6 =
−TrM6 − a2TrM4 − a4TrM2
6
.
(5.7)
Similar to Eq. (5.5), is a theorem by Euler stating that
∏m
i=1(M−λi1) = 0,
as an operation on any of the m |λi〉 must be null. This equation may, in
principle, be used to reduce by one, with each application, the highest power
of a series in the matrixM , until the limiting case where that power is m−1.
The ability to envision this procedure justifies the statement that the Taylor
expansion for a function of M is truncated to order m− 1. This knowledge
is critical to studying the finite rotation operator
e−iΘabMab . (5.8)
§Any ‘similarity’ transformation which is enacted as S−1MS will preserve these invari-
ants. Orthogonal and unitary mappings are the most notable examples.
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We will focus initially on the case of just a single rotation plane and
angle θ in 6-space, with the adjoint unit vector nˆ providing our combination
of generators, θ( ~M · nˆ). An explicit representation, consistent with Eq. (5.3),
of the generic planar generator can be formed readily, where aˆ and bˆ are
orthogonal unit 6-vectors and the notation ⊗ is defined by the construction
of a tensor, “| 〉〈 |”, out of the column to its left and the row to its right.
~M · nˆ⇔ Maˆbˆ ≡ i(aˆ⊗ bˆ− bˆ⊗ aˆ) (5.9)
It is clear from this construction that all single plane generators obey the
rule
( ~M · nˆ)2 ⇔Maˆbˆ ·Maˆbˆ = (aˆ⊗ aˆ+ bˆ⊗ bˆ) , (5.10)
meaning that ( ~M · nˆ)3 = ~M · nˆ, and ( ~M · nˆ)4 = ( ~M · nˆ)2, etc. and thus that
the rotation operator reduces further in this case, to only 3 terms with 3
undetermined coefficients (α, β, γ).
e−iθ(
~M ·nˆ) = α + β( ~M · nˆ) + γ( ~M · nˆ)2 (5.11)
Not coincidentally, this is also the number of available discrete eigenvalues,
and forcing consistency in Eq. (5.11) when ~M · nˆ is replaced by (+1, 0,−1),
allows us to fix the parameters shown:
e−iθ(
~M ·nˆ) = 1 − i sin θ( ~M · nˆ) + (cos θ − 1)( ~M · nˆ)2 . (5.12)
With this reduced case in hand, we can now return attention to the
general finite SO(2n) transformation specified by the linear combination of
rotation generators ΘabMab. To start, we will write the prototype block
diagonalized form of a member of this class with n free angles θi.
i×


(
0 θ1
−θ1 0
)
(
0 θ2
−θ2 0
)
. . .

 (5.13)
Just as the operator of Eq. (5.8) enacts changes of basis on real 2n-vector
states, orthogonal pairs of such operators invoke the corresponding similarity
(rank-2 tensor) transformation on elements of SO(2n) itself¶, i.e. specific
instances of Eq. (5.8). In the Taylor sense, the same transformation is
¶This ensures then that the same result is achieved whether the change of basis occurs
before or after operation of the SO(2n) element on a given vector.
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then applied to the selected generators, transforming them into the alternate
basis‖.
(ΘabMab)
′ ≡ e−iΦcdMcd(ΘabMab)e+iΦcdMcd (5.14)
Rotation can only map a linear sum of SO(2n) generators into another
such linear sum. Preservation of the m rotational invariants is the only
restriction on what members of this class may be interrelated by operation
of SO(2n). As is necessarily expected, orthogonal transformations explicitly
protect the property of (anti)symmetry, ensuring that the odd invariants
remain identically zero.
(M ′)
T ≡ (OMO−1)T = OMTOT = (−)M ′ (5.15)
This leaves then only n non-trivial constraints, which should always be ab-
sorbable via some action of the group itself, into the n angles of Eq. (5.13).
Specifically, for the case of m = 6, we have:
a2 = −(θ21 + θ22 + θ23)
a4 = ((θ1θ2)
2 + (θ2θ3)
2 + (θ3θ1)
2) (5.16)
a6 = −(θ1θ2θ3)2
The solubility∗∗ of equations like the above is identical to the statement
that any matrix ΘabMab may in principle be converted to the desired block-
diagonal form under operation of SO(2n). Note that in each term angles
ever appear individually only as squares.
Since the commutativity of these n sectors from (5.13) will be maintained
under any group action, it may be inferred that all combinations of genera-
tors are a sum over n orthogonal rotation planes. Thus, the finite rotation
operator in (5.8) can be factored into separate exponential terms containing
each distinct plane, without any complications of the Baker–Hausdorff vari-
ety. It is then seen that the general transformation is enacted by a product
of n (5.12) copies.
Note that this does not imply that SO(2n) is equivalent to the factored
product O(2)n. Rather, it simply says that for each rotation in SO(2n) which
you would like to perform there is in principle an identical representation for
that particular operation in terms of a product of planar rotations.
‖Or alternatively, performing an opposing rotation while the basis stays fixed, depend-
ing on taste.
∗∗Mathematica can readily invert the example system. However, the general solutions
are quite clumsy in appearance.
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5.2 Viewing D-Terms From the Fundamental Space
Having understood the SO(2n) group structure to some degree, the next
matter which we may wish to consider is the manner in which field VEVs
of the fundamental space are transformed into D-terms of the adjoint space.
Ultimately we will also be interested in how the concisely realized adjoint
D-constraint, namely that the sum of all vector contributions be null, is
reflected back onto fundamental states. It will be useful first to determine
the eigenvectors corresponding to generators of rotation in a given plane,
such as appear in (5.9). Within an arbitrary phase, the normalized solutions
for the (+1,−1) eigenvalues of Maˆbˆ may be written respectively as:
|+〉aˆbˆ = (aˆ− ibˆ)/
√
2 , |−〉aˆbˆ = (aˆ+ ibˆ)/
√
2 . (5.17)
As expected for a hermitian matrix, these states are mutually orthogo-
nal (〈+|−〉aˆbˆ = 0), and may also be chosen with null projections onto the
2n− 2 additional states required to complete the basis. They are not gener-
ally orthogonal to the eigenvectors of overlapping generators, such as “Macˆ”,
which induces rotation in a plane passing through aˆ and some vector cˆ, where
bˆ· cˆ = 0. It is interesting to note that the real generator basis as established in
(5.3) produces intrinsically complex eigenvectors, while the diagonal matrix
set described in the Appendix is instead itself complex with the possibil-
ity of real eigenvectors. These two formulations are bridged by a unitary
transformation rather than any SO(2n) element.
The ‘expectation value’ of an eigenstate contracted on its corresponding
matrix generator is given by:
〈+|Maˆbˆ|+〉 ≡
i
2
(aˆ+ ibˆ) · (aˆ⊗ bˆ− bˆ⊗ aˆ) · (aˆ− ibˆ) = 1 . (5.18)
The same calculation performed with the |−〉aˆbˆ state will yield −1. We
can argue that all other contractions employing the |±〉aˆbˆ are vanishing since
the other n−1 ‘diagonal’ generators work in orthogonal spatial sections, and
the 2n(n− 1) ‘raising and lowering’ operators cannot bridge an eigenstate to
itself. Thus, the complete 2n(2n− 1) element D-term which emerges out of
this state can be determined:
| aˆ− ibˆ√
2
〉 =⇒ (aˆ⊗ bˆ− bˆ⊗ aˆ)ij . (5.19)
Notice that while previously in (e.g. Eq. 5.9) a similar notation was used
to express the matrix elements of a single generator Maˆbˆ, the same form now
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provides the ‘expectation value’ result for every generator, interpreted as ei-
ther an adjoint vector (i > j), or as a fundamental antisymmetric matrix.
For example, if we take aˆ = (1, 0, 0, · · ·) and bˆ = (0, 1, 0, · · ·), then (5.19) says
that the related complex 2n dimensional vector will produce a D-term con-
tribution of 〈M12〉 = 1(= −〈M21〉), with all other elements zero. Covariance
suggests that the same expression must also hold for vectors (aˆ, bˆ) which do
not lie along a single direction of the selected basis.
We may next wish to inquire what form the D-term matrix would take
for a fully arbitrary 2n-plet of VEVs, i.e. with the constraints aˆ · aˆ = bˆ · bˆ = 1
and aˆ · bˆ = 0 relaxed. To avoid confusion with the previous results, we will
now refer to the unit vectors cˆ and dˆ, used to compose our general state as:
|v〉 ≡ Rcˆ+ iIdˆ . (5.20)
We can still insist without any loss of generality that the state be normal-
ized to unity overall, and in fact this condition facilitates a simple rescaling
to integral multiples of the squared FI scale |〈α〉|2 as is typically required.
With this condition in place, the real coefficients R and I are restricted to
R2 + I2 = 1.
In correspondence to the earlier (5.17), we can also define the states
|±〉cˆdˆ ≡ (cˆ∓ idˆ)/
√
2 , (5.21)
although a word of caution is in order to the effect that no eigenvalue
relation to some matrix Mcˆdˆ is being posited. In fact, it is no longer even
necessarily true that 〈+|−〉cˆdˆ = 0 However, in terms of these states there is
an alternate formulation of the general complex state:
|v〉 = A|+〉cˆdˆ +B|−〉cˆdˆ , (5.22)
R =
A +B√
2
, I = −A−B√
2
. (5.23)
The normalization condition is here realized as A2 +B2 = 1. With these
conventions in place the expectation value on any generator M can now be
decomposed.
〈v|M |v〉 = R2〈c|M |c〉+ I2〈d|M |d〉+ iRI(〈c|M |d〉 − 〈d|M |c〉) (5.24)
We will now focus on the term 〈c|M |c〉. Since this is a scalar contraction,
the transpose operator will be an identity. Furthermore, since the vector cˆ
is real by definition, the state 〈c| is merely |c〉T , so that 〈c|M |c〉 = 〈c|MT |c〉.
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However, the antisymmetry of M says that this expression is equal to its
own negative, and must therefore vanish. The same result holds for 〈d|M |d〉,
and in fact for any D-term constructed from a purely real vector††. In a sign
of consistency, the remaining two terms are proportional to “RI”, such that
all D-term contributions vanish unless |v〉 contains both real and imaginary
contributions. An argument similar to that just given on the transpose sug-
gests that these terms are opposites. Also, since they are clearly related by
complex conjugation, this means that each term is purely imaginary, pre-
serving the necessary reality condition on the expectation value. Combining
the information above with Eqs. (5.21, 5.23) allows us to state that:
〈v|M |v〉 = 2iRI〈c|M |d〉 = (A2 −B2)〈+cˆdˆ|M |+cˆdˆ〉 . (5.25)
The normalization imposed on the A and B coefficients restricts the pre-
factor A2 − B2 to range between (-1, 1). The lesson to be taken from these
exercises is that an unbalanced mixing between the ‘I’ and ‘R’ coefficients of
a given fundamental state will not effect the orientation of the adjoint space
D-term which it yields, but it can reduce the scale of that contribution.
However, to complete analysis of the general 2n vector, there remains the
matter of cˆ · dˆ 6= 0 to deal with. In order to proceed, let us introduce an alter-
nate unit vector dˆ′ which is perpendicular to cˆ and lies in the plane defined
by cˆ and the original dˆ. Breaking dˆ down into its new basis components, we
have:
dˆ = dˆ′ sin θ + cˆ cos θ , (5.26)
where θ is the angle separating cˆ and dˆ.
Under this transformation, the state |v〉 from (5.20) becomes
|v〉 = Rcˆ+ iI(dˆ′ sin θ + cˆ cos θ) (5.27)
=
R + iIeiθ√
2
|+〉cˆdˆ′ +
R + iIe−iθ√
2
|−〉cˆdˆ′ . (5.28)
The main points to notice here are that we can decompose |v〉 into the
orthogonal eigenstates of the pure generator Mcˆdˆ′, and that no single raising
or lowering operator can hope to join these states∗. Because of this, the
resultant D-term will again be fully along the Mcˆdˆ′ orientation, and we have
††This conclusion is also true for ‘trivially complex’ vectors, as the inclusion of an
overall complex phase can be absorbed in the contraction without altering the remaining
discussion.
∗The |±〉
cˆdˆ′
are separated by a third ‘rung’ corresponding to some state with a null
response to the (cˆ,dˆ′) plane rotation operator.
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only to find its magnitude. Since the |±〉cˆdˆ′ coefficients in (5.28) are complex,
the expression does not form a realization of (5.22), nor should the results
following that equation be expected to apply†.
Rather than proceeding directly with (5.28), let us instead evaluate
〈c|Mcˆdˆ′ |d〉 = i〈+cˆdˆ|Mcˆdˆ′ |+cˆdˆ〉, as appears in (5.25). Rewriting (5.26) as
dˆ′ =
dˆ− cˆ cos θ
sin θ
, (5.29)
it is readily confirmed that:
Mcˆdˆ′ ≡ i(cˆ⊗ dˆ′ − dˆ′ ⊗ cˆ) = i
(cˆ⊗ dˆ− dˆ⊗ cˆ)
sin θ
. (5.30)
The desired contraction then becomes
〈c|Mcˆdˆ′ |d〉 = i
cˆ · (cˆ⊗ dˆ− dˆ⊗ cˆ) · dˆ
sin θ
= i
1− cos2(θ)
sin θ
= i sin θ . (5.31)
Combining this result with (5.25) allows us to summarize the magnitude
of the general D-term as
|v〉 ≡ Rcˆ+ iIdˆ =⇒ |Dv| = −2RI sin θ = (A2 − B2) sin θ . (5.32)
where θ is the angle between cˆ and dˆ, and the relation appearing in (5.22)
is also in use. Extending the intuition that only non-trivially complex states
correspond to D-terms, the sin(θ) term will kill |Dv| if cˆ and dˆ are propor-
tional, such that |v〉 is real times an overall phase. Also, we can note that this
scale is exactly sufficient when integrated with the known adjoint direction
of (5.30) to exactly mimic the simple result of (5.19) ‡ for the total D-term.
Specifically, under the redefinitions ~e ≡ √2Rcˆ and ~f ≡ −√2Rdˆ, the general
result becomes
|v〉 ≡ |~e− i
~f√
2
〉 =⇒ (~e⊗ ~f − ~f ⊗ ~e)ij . (5.33)
Basic manipulations are enough to reveal an additional equivalent con-
struct:
(Dv)ij ≡ 〈v|Mij|v〉 = ( |v〉〈v| − |v
∗〉〈v∗|
i
)ij . (5.34)
†Although (5.22) did in fact represent the general 2n-plet, this was for cˆ and dˆ un-
constrained. Since a definite condition between cˆ and dˆ′ has now been imposed, complex
coefficients are required for the general θ.
‡Recall, as per the discussion following this equation, that the orientation corresponding
to a state which strikes only a single generator may be written in matrix form as the
generator itself, dropping the factor of i.
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Finally, we come to the interesting realization that, having exhausted all
available generality in our state |v〉, and receiving still for this effort only
D-terms which correspond to single-plane rotation generators as in (5.33), it
is not possible to represent an arbitrary adjoint space direction by the VEVs
of a solitary 2n-plet. This conclusion is born out by analogy to the discussion
around (5.13), where it was shown that the general SO(2n) transformation
matrix, i.e. adjoint space vector, required contributions from n orthogonal
planar type generators times scaling angles.
5.3 An Example of D-Flatness in SO(6)
To be more concrete, let us specifically consider D-flat directions formed
from the VEVs of fundamental vector 6 representations for the gauge group
SO(6), choosing to express the generators in their ‘original’ basis as shown
in the Appendix. We will denote the (generally complex) VEVs of the kth
6-plet according to,
< 6k >=


αk,1 + i βk,1
αk,2 + i βk,2
αk,3 + i βk,3
αk,4 + i βk,4
αk,5 + i βk,5
αk,6 + i βk,6


, (5.35)
where αk,j & βk,j are real. D-flatness constraints when applied to a single
6-plet (with field subscript k = 1) demand the vanishing of:
Dij ≡ (α1,a + i β1,a) · {δai δbj − δbi δaj } · (α1,b + i β1,b) , (5.36)
as can be enforced by direct computation from (5.3). Contracting indices for
a more concisely worded expression,
{α1,iβ1,j − α1,jβ1,i = 0} , (5.37)
for i, j = 1 to 6 and i < j. This is of course equivalent to a vanishing of the
construct from (5.33).
The only solutions to (5.37) are fundamentally trivial. Since real and
imaginary VEV component coefficients, α and β, always appear together
as products, a solution exists for any pure real or pure imaginary vector.
However, even for those solutions which employ cancellation of D-term con-
tributions between α1,i β1,j products, D-flatness is maintained if and only if
the ratio α1,j/β1,j is the same for all non-vanishing members j. Furthermore,
neither α1,j 6= 0 & β1,j = 0 nor α1,j 6= 0 & β1,j = 0 is allowed for any j.
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This statement of constant phase is in agreement with the statements on
‘reality conditions’ from the previous section, specifically as appears follow-
ing (5.24, 5.32) .
It is somewhat more interesting to generalize the above solutions for a
single < 6 > to a set of n distinct 6’s, each having respective real and
imaginary VEV components αk,j + i βk,j for k = 1 to n. The constraints
become a sum over expressions of the sort in (5.37),
{
n∑
k=1
αk,iβk,j − αk,jβk,i = 0} , (5.38)
for i, j = 1 to 6 and i < j. Rather than forcing reality on just one state, we
instead now have a dispersement of the burden of D-flatness among every
constituent field, none of which need individually follow the former condition.
Each new 6-plet VEV generates further non-trivial solution classes, allowing
new possibilities for cancellations between different fields, and additional
freedoms for each individual state. The simplest non-trivial example involves
two fields. If each field is further restricted to non-zero VEVs for only its top
two complex components, that is, for i, j = 1, 2, then the D−flat constraints
(5.38) reduce to simply
α1,1β1,2 − α1,2β1,1 + α2,1β2,2 − α2,2β2,1 = 0 . (5.39)
Hence we are free to choose seven of the eight VEV components. Some choices
correspond to products of single VEV solutions (5.37), while others do not.
The new, non-product solutions are those for which α1,1/β1,1 6= α1,2/β1,2.
One such example is
α1,1 = 1; β1,1 = 2; α1,2 = 3; β1,2 = 5 ;
α2,1 = 7; β2,1 = 11; α2,2 = 13; β2,2 = 20
4
7
. (5.40)
5.4 Reduction and Interpretation of the Multiple-VEV Con-
straint
The condition written in (5.38) is clearly a full specification of the de-
sired D-term result, but it cannot fulfill the spirit of our search, in that the
expression is neither geometrical nor intuitively comprehensible. In fact, the
number of conditions enforced grows like the group adjoint dimension, and
quickly becomes so large that even inelegant and forceful approaches may find
the task of its solution insuperable. We would much prefer a statement of
principle from which one could deduce at a glance the existence of solutions,
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followed in short order by specific field values obedient to the criterion. Fur-
thermore, the prospect of a condition whose complexity grows linearly with
the group rank n, rather than quadratically is enticingly motivated by the
earlier observation that any adjoint vector can be decomposed into n com-
muting antisymmetric fundamental matrices of the special rotation generator
form, (5.9). This section will then pursue results useful for understanding
D-flatness in the presence of multiple SO(2n) VEVs.
We can proceed by denoting each contributing state as |γ〉, so that the
net D-term will be:
Dij ≡
∑
γ
〈γ|Mij |γ〉 . (5.41)
As discussed around (5.13), this matrix can be viewed as the sum of n or-
thogonal single-plane rotation matrices times scale factors. We know from
(5.19) that any such matrix can be composed by the contraction of its ‘posi-
tive’ eigenvector aroundMij . Furthermore, the independence of each of the n
matrices tells us that their eigenvectors will also be eigenvectors of the total
D-term matrix in (5.41), which will be written as |λ〉. Therefore, we can
state the following relationships between the D-matrix and its eigenvectors:
∑
γ
〈γ|Mij|γ〉 =
n∑
k=1
λ+k 〈λ+k |Mij|λ+k 〉 =
2n∑
k=1
λk(|λk〉〈λk|)ij . (5.42)
The front factor of λ+k is needed in the central expression to represent the
scale factor, which shifts the eigenvalue away from unity, of each ‘planar’
member in the composite D-term§. Since Mij is Hermitian and complex,
we can see that its eigenvalues always come in ±λ pairs, with eigenvectors
related by complex conjugation.
M |λ〉 = λ|λ〉 =⇒ M |λ∗〉 = (M∗|λ〉)∗ = −(M |λ〉)∗ = −λ|λ∗〉 . (5.43)
Also noting that
〈γ|Mij |γ〉 = −〈γ∗|Mij|γ∗〉 . (5.44)
for any |γ〉, it is clear that the plus sign on λ+k should really just be taken
to indicate that half of the eigenvalues (one from each pair) are in play here,
with a symmetry protecting the choice of either the ‘positive’ or ‘negative’
member. This is in accord with the properties previously observed directly
in section (5.2). The third expression in (5.42) can be readily justified from
the second, via comparison to Eqs. (5.33, 5.34) , when written as:
n∑
k=1
λ+k (|λ+k 〉〈λ+k | − |λ∗k〉〈λ∗k|)ij =
n∑
k=1
λ+k (aˆk ⊗ bˆk − bˆk ⊗ aˆk)ij , (5.45)
§In other words, the contraction of |λ〉 aroundMij reconstructs the given constituent of
Dij with an overall unit scale, but since |λ〉 is the eigenvector of the matrix to be rebuilt,
its eigenvalue λ and the desired scale are in fact one and the same.
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where |λ+k 〉 ≡ (aˆk− ibˆk)/
√
2. This alternate method of writing the same sum
of matrices should be recognized as simply a diagonalization by similarity
transformation¶.
We can now read directly from (5.42) that the n vectors represented as√
λ|λ〉 function as a completely equivalent set of input to the original fully
general |γ〉’s. This reinforces the notion that it may be possible to impose
some reduced number of conditions equivalent to the rank which will serve
to eliminate all n(2n − 1) elements of the D-matrix. The only flaw in this
approach is our complete inability to know |λ〉 before we have already specified
the overall VEV set!
From another perspective, we might imagine that a concrete expression
for the eigenvalues |λ〉 of the matrix from (5.41) would enable a clear view
of what conditions ensure that these numbers will vanish. By inserting dual
complete sets, each written as 1 ≡ ∑ |λ〉〈λ|, into the first expression of (5.42),
we can say:
2n∑
k,l=1
〈λk|Mij |λl′〉
(∑
γ
〈γ|λk〉〈λl′|γ〉
)
=
n∑
k=1
λ+k 〈λ+k |Mij|λ+k 〉 . (5.46)
The strength of these equations in the (i, j) is enough to let us equate
coefficients of each contraction across the two sides. This is seen most cleanly
in a basis where Mij is diagonal, such that ‘cross-terms’ on the left-hand side
of (5.46) vanish‖, and we are left with
∑
γ
(
|〈γ|λ+〉|2 − |〈γ|λ∗〉|2
)
= λ+ , (5.47)
also using (5.44). Depending on your preference, this expression may be
regrouped into various forms with distinct interpretations.
λ =
∑
γ
〈γ| (|λ〉〈λ| − |λ∗〉〈λ∗|) |γ〉 = 〈λ|∑
γ
(|γ〉〈γ| − |γ∗〉〈γ∗|) |λ〉 , (5.48)
The first of these constructions appears as an element of (5.41), and again
validates the notion that the entire matrix could be set to zero via consid-
eration of only a reduced subset of n ‘diagonal’ generators if only one could
know ahead of time which diagonal set to choose! We can also see that each
eigenvalue of the overall D-matrix vanishes in turn when its corresponding
¶By starting with the conception of a diagonal form, one could in fact read this argu-
ment in reverse as an alternate proof of the decomposition into n planes.
‖We are referring here to the n diagonal matrices; the remaining raising and lowering
operators can join unmatched kets, but the sum of all such terms must vanish since these
elements make no contribution on the left.
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eigenvector is ‘real’, up to an overall phase. This is natural in light of the
discussion above where it was noted that the
√
λ|λ〉 serve as equivalent in-
put to the VEVed |γ〉’s∗∗, and that their eigenvalues flip sign under complex
conjugation. Another interpretation of this expression holds that λ is the im-
balance between projections onto the ‘positive’ and ‘negative’ eigenvectors.
The second formulation of (5.48) is arrived at by applying the (free) oper-
ation of complex conjugation to the (real) second element of (5.47) before
separating out the terms. From this, we can read another condition, applied
now to the more tangible input states, which will also kill the D-term:
∑
γ
|γ〉〈γ| =⇒ REAL . (5.49)
By way of first analysis, we can note that this expression is immune to
overall phase factors associated with |γ〉, and that it properly reduces to the
‘generalized reality’ condition imposed on just a single state. In fact though,
the statement of (5.49) contains only the same information, and the same
shortcomings of the previous attempts. Using (5.34), the entire D-term can
be written
Dij =
∑
γ(|γ〉〈γ| − |γ∗〉〈γ∗|)ij , (5.50)
and (5.49) is simply the statement that the matrix should vanish††. Alter-
natively, using the language of (5.33), we can say that
∑
γ
(~eγ ⊗ ~fγ − ~fγ ⊗ ~eγ)ij = 0 , (5.51)
where |γ〉 ≡ (~eγ− i ~fγ)/
√
2. However, this only serves to mimic (5.38) and its
associated large number of conditions for projections in each of the generator
planes.
A fully geometric interpretation of non-Abelian SO(2n) D-flat directions
should offer proper, concise criterion with physically intuitive interpretation.
Along this line, we have made several arguments for the feasibility of solutions
that grow only like the group rank for increasing number of fundamental 2n
field VEVs. Realization of these arguments, nevertheless, remains an open
issue, for after a detailed study, a more functional re-expression of (5.38) has
not been found.
∗∗As pointed out around (5.32), real SO(2n) states create no D-term contributions.
††The embedding of (5.50) within the second expression of λ in (5.48) is a consistency
check, since the contraction of |λ〉 about the matrix which they represent must identically
yield the eigenvalue.
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5.5 Ensuring Simultaneous SO(2n) F -Flatness
For the previous study of SU(2), computations were performed in the ad-
joint space such that the D-condition was readily realized, while effort was
required to transfer F -terms into the language of orientations in this space
(cf. Eq. 3.9). In contrast, we have worked up to this point in the fundamen-
tal space. The exertion of expressing D-terms via only their corresponding
state VEVs is rewarded by a natural and straightforward implementation of
F -flatness. However, even this ostensibly simple contraction is complicated
in practice by the presence of distinct vector orientations for the real and
imaginary VEVs. Having encountered severe obstacles in the transition to a
purely fundamental description, this section will instead entertain something
of a hybrid approach. Pragmatism will here overshadow the desire for gener-
ality, and an attempt will be made to extract from the previous technology
some minimal working procedures to ensure simultaneous D- and F -flatness.
New constructions will be added as needed.
There are three key quantities of interest in our search. These are the com-
mutators between rotation generators, the scalar product between D-terms
in the adjoint space, and the fundamental space VEV contraction. First, we
will define here two fully general complex vectors to be used throughout the
discussion. No restriction on the orthonormality of the constituent elements
is assumed.
|α〉 ≡ (~a− i~b)/
√
2 , |γ〉 ≡ (~c− i~d)/
√
2 (5.52)
Turning first to the commutator,
[M~a~b,M~c~d] = (i)
2
{
(~a⊗~b−~b⊗ ~a) · (~c⊗ ~d− ~d⊗ ~c)− (~c⊗ ~d− ~d⊗ ~c) · (~a⊗~b−~b⊗ ~a)
}
,
(5.53)
using the form of Eq. (5.9). This simplifies cleanly to
[M~a~b,M~a~b] = i
{
(~a · ~d)M~b~c + (~b · ~c)M~a~d − (~a · ~c)M~b~d − (~b · ~d)M~a~c
}
, (5.54)
which is equivalent to Eq. (5.4) in the orthonormal limit. This commutator
vanishes if and only if the two rotations are fully disentangled, i.e. the rotation
planes have a null intersection such that (~a,~b) are mutually orthogonal to
(~c,~d). As before, the case that (~a,~b)∗ are themselves (anti)parallel is trivial,
with M~a~b = 0.
Next, we will examine the adjoint space contraction between the D-terms
in correspondence to each of |α〉 and |γ〉, denoted henceforth as (α · γ)A. As
established in Eq. (5.33), the needed adjoint space ‘expectation values’ are
∗Or, equivalently, (~c,~d).
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realized as the members of an antisymmetric matrix functionally identical,
modulo the imaginary factor and a possible scale, to the rotation generator
which would interpolate between vectors in the related fundamental space
plane. To take the scalar product in this adjoint space, we must sum over
the product of corresponding pairs between the two D-terms, including each
of the m(m− 1)/2 unique basis members one time. In terms of the provided
form, this is realized as the trace of a matrix multiplication.
(α · γ)A = −αijγji
2
= −1/2Tr
{
(~a⊗~b−~b⊗ ~a) · (~c⊗ ~d− ~d⊗ ~c)
}
(5.55)
= −1/2Tr
{
(~b · ~c)~a⊗ ~d+ (~a · ~d)~b⊗ ~c− (~b · ~d)~a⊗ ~c− (~a · ~c)~b⊗ ~d
}
A short diversion is in order here to investigate what is meant by the trace
in this language. Recall that the notation ~a ⊗~b simply signifies the matrix
constructed by the ‘outer’ product of the vectors ~a and ~b. Thus:
Tr(~a⊗~b) ≡


a1b1 a1b2 a1b3
a2b1 a2b2 a2b3
a3b1 a3b2 a3b3
. . .


= a1b1 + a2b2 + a3b3 + · · · ≡ ~a ·~b (5.56)
Armed with this knowledge, the expression from Eqs. (5.55) reduces nicely.
(α · γ)A = (~a · ~c)(~b · ~d)− (~b · ~c)(~a · ~d) (5.57)
The next question of relevance is whether any geometrically intuitive repre-
sentation is possible. We will make here a separation of the vectors ~c and
~d into two sections each, representing portions within and orthogonal to the
(~a,~b) plane.
~c ≡ ~c‖ + ~c⊥ , ~d ≡ ~d‖ + ~d⊥ (5.58)
The orthogonal portions (~c⊥, ~d⊥) trivially factor out of Eq. (5.57), reducing
the analysis to a single plane. Furthermore, it is noted that the presence of
all four vectors in both terms of this difference allow the extraction of an
overall scale factor, leaving us to contend only with angles of orientation.
(α · γ)A ⇒ |a b c‖d‖| {cos(δ) cos(δ + γ − α)− cos(α− δ) cos(δ + γ)}
= |a b c‖d‖| sin(α) sin(γ) (5.59)
The angle† α separates (~a,~b), while γ splits (~c‖, ~d‖), and δ is the angle between
the vectors (~a,~c‖). Basic trigonometric relations lead to the quite concise final
†When used in a trigonometric context a symbol such as α will designate the angle of
separation between the real and imaginary constituents of the corresponding VEV state
|α〉.
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result of Eq. (5.59), which has also a pleasing interpretation. Each of the
pairs (~a,~b) and (~c, ~d) correspond to an area within their plane constructed by
completing the parallelogram which contains the vector pair as edges. Eq.
(5.59) is the product of these areas, including only the portion which they
project onto each other. As is required, for the case of |α〉 = |γ〉, this result
reduces to the square of Eq. (5.32)‡.
We note that there are then three distinct mechanisms accessible for
tuning the value of an adjoint scalar contraction. Firstly, the relative plane
orientations can be tilted to effect a lesser or greater area of projection.
It is clear that if only one of (~c‖, ~d‖) vanishes, then the product is null.
The condition (α · γ)A = 0 is thus weaker than the statement [M~a~b,M~c~d] =
0, which requires complete independence of the two planes. Secondly, the
internal angle between the real and imaginary portions of a single state can
be adjusted to shorten or lengthen its overall D-term scale. Thirdly, one may
of course consider rescaling the magnitude of the coefficients |a b|, although
the combination (a2 + b2)/2 = ||α〉|2 is generally constrained in units of the
squared FI-scale. In keeping with the discussion leading up to Eq. (5.33),
these last two scenarios have the benefit of leaving intact the adjoint space
orientation. The maximum adjoint space extension occurs when |a| = |b|
and ~a ·~b = 0, in which case |D| = a2 = ||α〉|2, which is proportional to the
corresponding integral multiple of the fundamental scale.
The final quantity of interest for additional study here is the SO(2n)
invariant contraction in the fundamental space. This is simply the standard
orthogonal inner product.
(α · γ)F ≡ αTγ
≡ 1
2
(~a · ~c−~b · ~d)− i
2
(~b · ~c+ ~a · ~d) (5.60)
6 Concluding Remarks
Free Fermionic constructions require assignment of a non-trivial vacuum,
oriented in the field space to preserve a flat scalar potential, in order to trim
field content, provide masses and cancel the FI anomaly. We have observed
the emergence of new techniques for the removal of dangerous terms from
〈W 〉 and from 〈F 〉 containing non-Abelian fields of the Lie groups SU(2) and
SO(2n), taking the stance that a geometrical interpretation of the adjoint
VEV representation will aid visual intuition of the model builder. In Table
‡Note for comparison that R ≡ a√
2
and I ≡ − b√
2
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1B of [15], four of our flat directions are lifted to all order by the vanishing of
terms with more than two non-Abelian fields. As a second example, flatness
of the phenomenologically preferred directions of [33] was lifted from 11th
order to beyond 17th via an SU(3) triplet/anti-triplet generalization of the
SU(2) self-cancellation example presented in section 3.2 herein.
One research path suggested by the partial success of these flat directions
is investigation of non-stringently flat directions for the FNY model that are
flat to a finite order due to cancellation between various components in an F -
term. While the simpler restriction of purely real state VEVs ensures perfect
compliance with D-flatness, a benefit of the more difficult case of non-trivial
D-flatness may be that using generalized vectors can force flatness to be
preserved order by order. So when flatness eventually fails at some high order,
a natural scale might emerge at which supersymmetry is broken. The non-
trivial complex VEVs will likely be especially important when ratios between
coupling constants of differing components within an F -term are imaginary or
complex. It remains to be seen whether more attractive phenomenology with
improved mass terms etc. will emerge. Further, our discovery of a Minimal
Standard Heterotic String Model in the neighborhood of the string/M-theory
parameter space allowing free-fermionic description strongly suggests a search
for further, perhaps more phenomenologically realistic, Minimal Standard
Heterotic String Models in this region. It may also be valuable in time
to extend the brief examples studied for application of non-Abelian VEVs,
particularly within the existing flipped SU(5) Heterotic construction. This
we leave for future research.
The necessity of non-stringent F -flatness was also shown for free fermionic
flipped SU(5) models [34] and for possible heterotic string realization of opti-
cal unification [35, 36, 33]. Related classificiation of flipped SU(5) finite-order
directions, F -flat to at least 17th order (as required for viable observable-
sector SUSY-beaking) is thus underway. An parallel investigation for the
optical unification model will then follow. For the Flipped SU(5) model, spe-
cial attention is being given to directions providing the best three-generation
and Higgs phenomenology [37]. These latter directions have been shown to
be flat up to at least 6th order and in some cases up to at least 10th order
[24]. Additional VEV constraints necessitated by flatness up to at least 17th
order are being determined [37].
Geometrical interpretation of non-Abelian flat directions may also find
relevant application through the recent conjecture of equivalence between D-
term strings andD1+q-branes of Type II theory wrapped on a q-cycle [1]. This
conjectured connection should allow many unknown properties of brane-anti-
brane systems to be interpreted in the language of 4D supergravity D-terms
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[38] (and vice-versa). In particular, the energy of an unstable D3+q − D¯3+q
system can be viewed as FI D-term energy. The decay of this system to
a stable D1+q string then corresponds to the appearance of a flat direction
VEV to cancel the FI term. It has been argued that the geometry of the
restrictions to the parameter space of flat direction VEVs of theD-term string
relates to the shifting of a Ramond-Ramond axion field on the branes under
the anomalous U(1) symmetry [38]. Thus, knowledge of the geometry of the
flat direction “landscape” of a D-term string model could yield information
about the dual brane model.
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7 Appendix
Presented here is the choice of SO(6) Matrices in the Original and Diagonal
bases §.
M12 M34 M56

0 i 0 0 0 0
−i 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0

 ,


1 0 0 0 0 0
0 −1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0

 ;


0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 i 0 0
0 0 −i 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0

 ,


0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 −1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0

 ;


0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 i
0 0 0 0 −i 0

 ,


0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 −1

 ;
E1
[
+
+
×
]
≡
1
2


0 0 −1 i 0 0
0 0 i 1 0 0
1 −i 0 0 0 0
−i −1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0

 ,


0 0 0 −1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0

 ; E2
[
−
−
×
]
≡
1
2


0 0 1 i 0 0
0 0 i −1 0 0
−1 −i 0 0 0 0
−i 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0

 ,


0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
−1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0

 ;
E3
[
+
−
×
]
≡
1
2


0 0 1 i 0 0
0 0 −i 1 0 0
−1 i 0 0 0 0
−i −1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0

 ,


0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 −1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0

 ; E4 [ −+
×
]
≡
1
2


0 0 −1 i 0 0
0 0 −i −1 0 0
1 i 0 0 0 0
−i 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0

 ,


0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 −1 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0

 ;
E5
[
+
×
+
]
≡
1
2


0 0 0 0 −i −1
0 0 0 0 −1 i
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
i 1 0 0 0 0
1 −i 0 0 0 0

 ,


0 0 0 0 0 −i
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 i 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0

 ; E6 [ −×
−
]
≡
1
2


0 0 0 0 −i 1
0 0 0 0 1 i
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
i −1 0 0 0 0
−1 −i 0 0 0 0

 ,


0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 −i 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
i 0 0 0 0 0

 ;
E7
[
+
×
−
]
≡
1
2


0 0 0 0 i −1
0 0 0 0 1 i
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
−i −1 0 0 0 0
1 −i 0 0 0 0

 ,


0 0 0 0 i 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 −i 0 0 0 0

 ; E8 [ −×
+
]
≡
1
2


0 0 0 0 i 1
0 0 0 0 −1 i
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
−i 1 0 0 0 0
−1 −i 0 0 0 0

 ,


0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 i
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
−i 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0

 ;
E9
[
×
+
+
]
≡
1
2


0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 −1 i
0 0 0 0 i 1
0 0 1 −i 0 0
0 0 −i −1 0 0

 ,


0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 −1
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0

 ; E10
[
×
−
−
]
≡
1
2


0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 i
0 0 0 0 i −1
0 0 −1 −i 0 0
0 0 −i 1 0 0

 ,


0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 −1 0 0 0

 ;
E11
[
×
+
−
]
≡
1
2


0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 −1 −i
0 0 0 0 i −1
0 0 1 −i 0 0
0 0 i 1 0 0

 ,


0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 −1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0

 ; E12
[
×
−
+
]
≡
1
2


0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 −i
0 0 0 0 i 1
0 0 −1 −i 0 0
0 0 i −1 0 0

 ,


0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 −1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0

 ;
§The symbols (+,−,×) describe the raising, lowering or null role of the operators Ei
in each of the three selected diagonal sectors.
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